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October 1, 2020

Mr. Lina Shaheen
800 Venus Rd
San Franscisco, MA  82840

Dear Mr. Shaheen,

This year has been one of considerable challenges for Seton Hall, as it surely has been for you
and your family. Despite the difficulties of recent months, they have shined a light on one of the
University’s greatest strengths — the dedication and loyalty of alumni, students, parents, faculty, staff,
clergy and friends.

I emailed our community in June to announce the Academic Year 2020-21 budget, which
anticipates a revenue decrease of 10 percent, or $33.2 million. Since then, in the face of adverse
circumstances imposed by COVID-19, I have witnessed the remarkable grit of our University family.
Your steadfast support continues to inspire me.

This year we are embarking on a journey that is unique in the history of Seton Hall, though no
less filled with the promise of intellectual and personal discoveries. As our motto reminds us, we will
move ahead and always continue forward; this is what we live by as an institution and a community.

As a member of the alumni community, you are uniquely positioned to bolster current and
future Pirates who will become the leaders, advocates and researchers of tomorrow. You are a living
testament to the power of a Seton Hall education, and will undoubtedly make a tremendous difference
with a gift to the University today.

No matter the amount, I hope you will advance your legacy by investing in your alma mater and
the lives of those who follow in your footsteps. Thanks to your generosity, they will have access to even
better resources and experiences than the ones that helped make your years at Seton Hall so memorable.

This is a pivotal time for the University. How we proceed today will set the tone for months
and years to come. With your continued dedication, Seton Hall will transcend these turbulent days and
create a future that is brighter than ever.

Hazard Zet Forward.

Sincerely,

Joseph E. Nyre, Ph.D.
President
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October 1, 2020

Mrs. Maria Gorencic
710 AnyStreet
Houston, MA  22028

Dear Mrs. Gorencic,

This year has been one of considerable challenges for Seton Hall, as it surely has been for you
and your family. Despite the difficulties of recent months, they have shined a light on one of the
University’s greatest strengths — the dedication and loyalty of alumni, students, parents, faculty, staff,
clergy and friends.

I emailed our community in June to announce the Academic Year 2020-21 budget, which
anticipates a revenue decrease of 10 percent, or $33.2 million. Since then, in the face of adverse
circumstances imposed by COVID-19, I have witnessed the remarkable grit of our University family.
Your steadfast support continues to inspire me.

This year we are embarking on a journey that is unique in the history of Seton Hall, though no
less filled with the promise of intellectual and personal discoveries. As our motto reminds us, we will
move ahead and always continue forward; this is what we live by as an institution and a community.

As a volunteer, you understand the impact of servant leadership and the significant difference it
has made not just in your life, but in the lives of those you serve. Your gift today will help to create
volunteer opportunities for students to broaden their perspectives and journeys outside of
the classroom.

No matter the amount, I hope you will advance your legacy by investing in your alma mater and
the lives of those who follow in your footsteps. Thanks to your generosity, they will have access to even
better resources and experiences than the ones that helped make your years at Seton Hall so memorable.

This is a pivotal time for the University. How we proceed today will set the tone for months
and years to come. With your continued dedication, Seton Hall will transcend these turbulent days and
create a future that is brighter than ever.

Hazard Zet Forward.

Sincerely,

Joseph E. Nyre, Ph.D.
President
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October 1, 2020

Mr. Titus Palmedo
232 Beta Drive
Boston, MA  65996

Dear Mr. Palmedo,

This year has been one of considerable challenges for Seton Hall, as it surely has been for you
and your family. Despite the difficulties of recent months, they have shined a light on one of the
University’s greatest strengths — the dedication and loyalty of alumni, students, parents, faculty, staff,
clergy and friends.

I emailed our community in June to announce the Academic Year 2020-21 budget, which
anticipates a revenue decrease of 10 percent, or $33.2 million. Since then, in the face of adverse
circumstances imposed by COVID-19, I have witnessed the remarkable grit of our University family.
Your steadfast support continues to inspire me.

This year we are embarking on a journey that is unique in the history of Seton Hall, though no
less filled with the promise of intellectual and personal discoveries. As our motto reminds us, we will
move ahead and always continue forward; this is what we live by as an institution and a community.

As a recent graduate, you are uniquely positioned to bolster current and future Pirates who will
become the leaders, advocates and researchers of tomorrow. You are a living testament to the power of
a Seton Hall education, and will make a tremendous difference with a gift to the University today.

No matter the amount, I hope you will advance your legacy by investing in your alma mater and
the lives of those who follow in your footsteps. Thanks to your generosity, they will have access to even
better resources and experiences than the ones that helped make your years at Seton Hall so memorable.

This is a pivotal time for the University. How we proceed today will set the tone for months
and years to come. With your continued dedication, Seton Hall will transcend these turbulent days and
create a future that is brighter than ever.

Hazard Zet Forward.

Sincerely,

Joseph E. Nyre, Ph.D.
President
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October 1, 2020

Miss Maya Garske
326 AnyStreet
San Franscisco, OH  71028

Dear Miss Garske,

This year has been one of considerable challenges for Seton Hall, as it surely has been for you
and your family. Despite the difficulties of recent months, they have shined a light on one of the
University’s greatest strengths — the dedication and loyalty of alumni, students, parents, faculty, staff,
clergy and friends.

I emailed our community in June to announce the Academic Year 2020-21 budget, which
anticipates a revenue decrease of 10 percent, or $33.2 million. Since then, in the face of adverse
circumstances imposed by COVID-19, I have witnessed the remarkable grit of our University family.
Your steadfast support continues to inspire me.

This year we are embarking on a journey that is unique in the history of Seton Hall, though no
less filled with the promise of intellectual and personal discoveries. As our motto reminds us, we will
move ahead and always continue forward; this is what we live by as an institution and a community.

Your support to the Pirate Blue Athletic Fund will help transform the lives of our student
athletes, offering more resources for an exceptional education as well as various athletic opportunities.

No matter the amount, I hope you will advance your legacy by investing in your alma mater and
the lives of those who follow in your footsteps. Thanks to your generosity, they will have access to even
better resources and experiences than the ones that helped make your years at Seton Hall so memorable.

This is a pivotal time for the University. How we proceed today will set the tone for months
and years to come. With your continued dedication, Seton Hall will transcend these turbulent days and
create a future that is brighter than ever.

Hazard Zet Forward.

Sincerely,

Joseph E. Nyre, Ph.D.
President
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October 1, 2020

Mrs. Meg Rittle
595 Route 50
Pheonix, TX  74587

Dear Mrs. Rittle,

This year has been one of considerable challenges for Seton Hall, as it surely has been for you
and your family. Despite the difficulties of recent months, they have shined a light on one of the
University’s greatest strengths — the dedication and loyalty of alumni, students, parents, faculty, staff,
clergy and friends.

I emailed our community in June to announce the Academic Year 2020-21 budget, which
anticipates a revenue decrease of 10 percent, or $33.2 million. Since then, in the face of adverse
circumstances imposed by COVID-19, I have witnessed the remarkable grit of our University family.
Your steadfast support continues to inspire me.

This year we are embarking on a journey that is unique in the history of Seton Hall, though no
less filled with the promise of intellectual and personal discoveries. As our motto reminds us, we will
move ahead and always continue forward; this is what we live by as an institution and a community.

As a member of the Bayley Society, your devoted support to the University is far-reaching and
allows us to pursue — and achieve — a bold vision of the University’s future. Today, I hope you will be
encouraged to make a gift in support of our students who, with your help, will be provided with an
extraordinary Seton Hall education.

No matter the amount, I hope you will advance your legacy by investing in your alma mater and
the lives of those who follow in your footsteps. Thanks to your generosity, they will have access to even
better resources and experiences than the ones that helped make your years at Seton Hall so memorable.

This is a pivotal time for the University. How we proceed today will set the tone for months
and years to come. With your continued dedication, Seton Hall will transcend these turbulent days and
create a future that is brighter than ever.

Hazard Zet Forward.

Sincerely,

Joseph E. Nyre, Ph.D.
President
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October 1, 2020

Mr. Abram Nassar Jr.
880 East 345th St.
Houston, OH  85164

Dear Mr. Nassar,

This year has been one of considerable challenges for Seton Hall, as it surely has been for you
and your family. Despite the difficulties of recent months, they have shined a light on one of the
University’s greatest strengths — the dedication and loyalty of alumni, students, parents, faculty, staff,
clergy and friends.

I emailed our community in June to announce the Academic Year 2020-21 budget, which
anticipates a revenue decrease of 10 percent, or $33.2 million. Since then, in the face of adverse
circumstances imposed by COVID-19, I have witnessed the remarkable grit of our University family.
Your steadfast support continues to inspire me.

This year we are embarking on a journey that is unique in the history of Seton Hall, though no
less filled with the promise of intellectual and personal discoveries. As our motto reminds us, we will
move ahead and always continue forward; this is what we live by as an institution and a community.

As a donor to the Many Are One Alumni Scholarship Fund, your gifts help generations of
Pirates create opportunities for deserving family members. Today, I hope you will make a difference in
the lives of all students.

No matter the amount, you will advance your legacy by investing in your alma mater and those
who follow in your footsteps. Thanks to your generosity, they will have access to even better resources
and experiences than the ones that helped make your years at Seton Hall so memorable.

This is a pivotal time for the University. How we proceed today will set the tone for months
and years to come. With your continued dedication, Seton Hall will transcend these turbulent days and
create a future that is brighter than ever.

Hazard Zet Forward.

Sincerely,

Joseph E. Nyre, Ph.D.
President
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October 1, 2020

Mr. Alfred Severino
649 Route 50
Los Angeles, NY  93932

Dear Mr. Severino,

This year has been one of considerable challenges for Seton Hall, as it surely has been for you
and your family. Despite the difficulties of recent months, they have shined a light on one of the
University’s greatest strengths — the dedication and loyalty of alumni, students, parents, faculty, staff,
clergy and friends.

I emailed our community in June to announce the Academic Year 2020-21 budget, which
anticipates a revenue decrease of 10 percent, or $33.2 million. Since then, in the face of adverse
circumstances imposed by COVID-19, I have witnessed the remarkable grit of our University family.
Your steadfast support continues to inspire me.

This year we are embarking on a journey that is unique in the history of Seton Hall, though no
less filled with the promise of intellectual and personal discoveries. As our motto reminds us, we will
move ahead and always continue forward; this is what we live by as an institution and a community.

Your generosity as a member of the Seton Hall community helps us pursue — and realize —
our highest potential. I am thankful for your loyal support, and hope you will renew your
commitment today.

No matter the amount, I hope you will advance your legacy by investing in your alma mater and
the lives of those who follow in your footsteps. Thanks to your generosity, they will have access to even
better resources and experiences than the ones that helped make your years at Seton Hall so memorable.

This is a pivotal time for the University. How we proceed today will set the tone for months
and years to come. With your continued dedication, Seton Hall will transcend these turbulent days and
create a future that is brighter than ever.

Hazard Zet Forward.

Sincerely,

Joseph E. Nyre, Ph.D.
President
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October 1, 2020

Mr. T.J. Linnevers
894 Route 50
San Franscisco, MA  08228

Dear Mr. Linnevers,

This year has been one of considerable challenges for Seton Hall, as it surely has been for you
and your family. Despite the difficulties of recent months, they have shined a light on one of the
University’s greatest strengths — the dedication and loyalty of alumni, students, parents, faculty, staff,
clergy and friends.

I emailed our community in June to announce the Academic Year 2020-21 budget, which
anticipates a revenue decrease of 10 percent, or $33.2 million. Since then, in the face of adverse
circumstances imposed by COVID-19, I have witnessed the remarkable grit of our University family.
Your steadfast support continues to inspire me.

This year we are embarking on a journey that is unique in the history of Seton Hall, though no
less filled with the promise of intellectual and personal discoveries. As our motto reminds us, we will
move ahead and always continue forward; this is what we live by as an institution and a community.

Parents play a special role in bolstering current and future Pirates who will become the leaders,
advocates and researchers of tomorrow. With a gift to the University, you would not only make a
tremendous difference in your student’s life, but the lives of many others. Your contribution will help
guide students by supporting activities and services beyond the classroom, assisting them on their road
to graduation and beyond.

No matter the amount, I hope you will invest in your student’s future today to provide tools
that will foster an even more remarkable Seton Hall experience.

This is a pivotal time for the University. How we proceed today will set the tone for months
and years to come. With your continued dedication, Seton Hall will transcend these turbulent days and
create a future that is brighter than ever.

Hazard Zet Forward.

Sincerely,

Joseph E. Nyre, Ph.D.
President
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